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Abstract

Anita Rau Badami is an Indo-Canadian writer who has wrote four exceptional novels. Her praised books are known for honest portrayal of Indian families and solid disapproved of Women. Women exploitation is one of the disasters defying ladies everywhere throughout the world. In this malice is additionally intensified in the event that they are put in precarious political social order or occasions. Women being greatly defenceless are obvious objectives of any type of abuse, embarrassment, hardship and segregation. Segment writing investigates the sexual injury, sufferings and excruciating encounter of ladies amid and after the Partition. This from multiple points of view substantiates the way that imbalance of genders is neither a natural reality nor a perfect order yet a social develop. The paper means to talk about the exploitation of women and their horrible encounters through the viewpoint of a female author.
in particular Anita Rau Badami in her novel *Can You Hear the Nightbird Call?*, which focus on the subject of the Partition of India and Pakistan.
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Anita Rau Badami is a novelist of South Asian Diaspora living in Canada with a solid voice of the cutting edge Indian Diaspora. Her books manage the complexities of Indian family life and with the social hole that rises when Indians move toward the west. Her first novel *Tamarind Mem* manages self-contradicting wistfulness, of her Indian sensibility depicting her recollections of her previous days, portraying the portrayals of Indian residential life. Her second novel *The Hero’s Walk* could be the best representation to her outsider inclination which is clad in a fine attire of refinement. Anita Rau Badami’s third novel is *Can You Hear the Nightbird Call?* investigates the Golden Temple Massacre and the Air India Bombing is set against the scenery of Punjab Division, it is a variety of arrangement of stories which based on three Indian women each looking for peace, amid the turbulent scenes in Punjab both by personal and politically.

Women exploitation is one of the disasters standing up to women everywhere throughout the world; this abhorrence is additionally aggravated in the event that they are set in insecure political social orders or occasions. Women being to a great degree powerless are obvious objectives of any type of persecution, mortification, hardship and separation. Segment writing investigates the sexual injury, sufferings and difficult encounters of women amid and after the Partition. This from multiple points of view substantiates the way that disparity of genders is neither a natural reality nor a perfect order however a social develop. This paper talks the exploitation of women and their horrendous encounters through the female points of view. The paper uncovers how the author has utilized her heroes to investigate a female cognizance and esteem system, an angle that is obviously absent in the Partition fiction of the male writers.
The novel substantiates how women’s works are created from inside women’s encounter or from their sub-cognizant. The author has been compelling in attracting thoughtfulness regarding the differential history of women’s encounters amid the Partition. The paper accentuates how portraying the stories of women characters who encountered the relocation and savagery, a women author contains the possibility to uncover the intricate dispossessions which is both mind reader and material. The injury, anguish, agony and inner conflict that check the experience of partition have been made clear and obvious. The novel is a creative reaction to the horrendous mishaps of the partition, depicting the immense effect of the outside occasions on the human mind.

The Expose of Women Victimization in the novel Can You Hear the Nightbird call? novel focus narrative of three ladies is: Bibiji, Leela and Nimmo whose roots are in India, move to Canada, where arrangement of circumstances prompt their cataclysmic lives. Sharanjeet Kaur also called Bibiji in Vancouver, Leela Bhat, her neighbour from Bangalore and Nimmo, Bibiji’s niece, who is stranded by the pulverization that inundated India after the Partition, is presently modifying her life in Delhi. The lives of all the three are by and by broken as the contentions of the past and the present re-develop and destroy. The Nightbird is a winged animal, whose melodies are evidently an omen of sick luckiness. Bibiji, takes her sister Kanwar’s fortune to pick up section into Canada, and she is given to extravagances at Canada, her sister Kanwar is deserted to confront the quickly changing political emergency of segment, of India and Pakistan in 1947. In the in the interim, she vanishes making Bibiji humble and blameworthy all through her life. Kanwar’s little girl finally fulfills her life by wedding and sparing her own life from the grip of shelter. She sets up her own family skilfully.

Badami’s procedure in outlining the Indian situation and her ability in sewing the plot in order to influence the eager to harvest the outcome is exceptional to her. Bibiji trusts that it
was a discipline for having stolen her sister’s fortune. At long last, she pulls it together and uses every one of her energies in setting up an eatery called “Delhi Junction”. This eatery turns into where individuals from the developing Vancouver Indo Canadian stream come to talk about and debate their thoughts, presumably Badami influenced utilization of one such gathering to put where the Indo-Canadian stream of scholars meet as a general rule in her works of fiction. This may be an endeavour to violate the goal-oriented ladies who even stoops to conquer. In spite of the fact that Bibiji was contrite for her wrongdoing, she never makes up for herself, when given a possibility she again misleadingly embraces her niece’s oldest child Jasbeer, and conveys him to Canada as she doesn’t have a beneficiary.

Jasbeer, who is an angry Youngman, discovers comfort in Paji’s stories that made him bound to his Sikh heritage. At long last, insubordinate Jasbeer turns into a Sikh fanatic taking a stab at independent Sikh Homeland. Her third lady Leela Butt was experiencing her in the middle of Identity, as her mom was a German who wedded a Hindu. Leela’s mother was an out-position when her mom passes away, she happens to wed a Hindu Brahmin. Consequently picks up an entrance to make tracks in an opposite direction from her in the middle of position. Badamis Roots in India influenced her to watch the conventional network set up back then, which are reflected in the entirety of her books. She raises her voice against this public set up and attempts to give an expansive forthcoming to this limited viewpoint. She had attempted to strike a harmony between the upsides and downsides of Indian life and her contention to adjust her courses amongst East and West.

The novel endeavours to investigate the idea of works in those occasions when the developing network is thriving in Vancouver, and the undeniably turbulent political scene at Punjab and Delhi, where Hindus and Sikhs are at strife. Lethal bend in the Plot is that Bibiji and Paji were taking their yearly journey to the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the holiest of Sikh Shrines. While they were inside the Temple, the Shrine was raged by Indian flying corps
going for Sikh fanatics who were taking the exile in the sanctuary compound in June 1984; the results were obliterating, as Mrs. Indhira Gandhi was killed by her two Sikh Bodyguards, as a demonstration of quarrel for her strike on the Temple, which thusly made a spin in this ordinary course of Sikh followers live. The viciousness overwhelmed India and over streamed to Canada, and into the lives of these three women. This novel endeavours to unfurl the simplicity of Badami’s in weaving the individual and political coexistence, and takes the pursuer from dream to authenticity of fear based oppression and religious quality. The Calgary Herald complimented Badami for her express is a piece of both worker life in Canada and Sikh life in post parcel India is similarly wealthy in the perplexing delight of battle and the likelihood for pressure, misconception and at times viciousness.

The work picked up her basic recognition regardless of its shortness and hopping of plot skipping a long time in the vicinity of 1980 and 1984. Badami’s lewdness could be affirmed as she never let her plot free. The novel presents characters who are casualties of the prior specified recorded episodes. In the Komagata Maru episode, the casualty is Harjot Singh, Bib-ji’s father. He urgently needed to travel to another country looking for riches. Lamentably, the Japanese ship Komagata Maru. Conveying a few travellers like him watchful for steady employments was compelled to withdraw from the shores of Canada. Of the 340 Sikhs, numerous on board were shot dead, other people who were fortunate to live, had this demonstration of mortification stuck to their souls for whatever is left of their lives. Baffled with life and good fortune, Harjot Singh leaves himself to his bunk throughout the day and throughout the night; at last the poor man leaves and his whereabouts are obscure to the family. The second chronicled Badami discusses is the parcel of the nation. The pitiable casualty of parcel in the novel is Nirmaljeet Kaur, the niece of Bib-ji.

The damaging impact brutality leaves on Nimmo is movingly depicted in the novel. Nimmo’s father, mother and two siblings confront vicious passing in the common uproars
that stir amid India’s parcel. Nimmo conveys the injury crisp in her heart and her deplorable youth makes her a panicked lady for whatever is left of her life. This issue is sharing domains between the two recently shaped countries, India and Pakistan, manufacture outrage and contempt all over the place. Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus battle with each other, there is so much blood lost and the influenced individuals are in stun knowing not what anticipated them the following day, the following moment. The creator appropriately says, abhor resembles an irresistible sickness, it can turn into a torment soon if something isn't done to stop it.

Bibi-ji sits tight for long to get news from her family, yet when no letter arrives, she returns to Indian looking for her sister and her family. She discovers that her entire town is cleared out of the maps; Dauri Kalan vanishes out of presence. The loss of her sister’s family creates in Bib-ji, a scorn for the aroma of lavender, the specific scent with which she began to look all starry eyed at as a young lady and for which she stole her sister’s life to go to the land, which offered her cleansers, aromas, and a rich agreeable life. Rajender Kaur says, “The lavender cleanser, along these lines jarred over various distinctive enthusiastic and verifiable registers, turns into a substantial image of yearning, want, riches, and opportunity from one viewpoint and of viciousness, demise and horrible memory on the other.” (280) the third episode is the raging of The Golden Temple in Amritsar by the Indian military troops under the requests of the then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. Mrs. Gandhi is disdained for some reasons by the Sikhs: for making Haryana out of Punjab, for wanting to give Chandigarh for Haryana, for giving ceaselessly Punjab’s waterway water to Rajasthan and the rundown of feelings of spite goes on. Indira Gandhi’s affirmation of crisis stuns the settlers, they are astonished by her self-important and extremely ill-advised decision. Dad ji dependably separates himself from a wide range of contentions in view of his local nation. “Dad ji wouldn’t deny that he was partial to India, that it was a piece of his being and was the place his recollections regularly turned. In any case, history was a photo holding tight a divider,
something of the past to goad the creative energy, to compose books about. I wouldn’t do to give it a chance to gulp down you.” (267) says Pa-ji to the irritated Indian foreigner populace who talk about crisis. Announcement of Emergency influences individuals to see Indira Gandhi as a bossy, disgusting lady. Irate residents of the nation, rebel against the framework, participate in dissent walks. Bright, Nimmo’s relative says with much irritation, “This is a vote based nation, not some banana republic with an Idi Amin at its head, shooting any individual who can’t help contradicting him!” (273). In this sense, one can declare that 1947 alone was not the time of the Partition. It was in truth just the start of the Partition in India. Every one of the occasions and episodes of public disdain and brutality and fear based oppression that India has been seeing since 1947, can be followed to the Partition of India.

Thus the paper underlines that whatever point the state of the general public is powerless or turbulent, the ladies endure the most. It delineates how women, being amazingly defenceless, are obvious objectives of any type of abuse, mortification, hardship and segregation. The note of human love isn’t an end however it is a start to an end and the procedure will proceed till individuals live on this planet. In this way, ostracize and awful encounters of ladies are found all through the novel and Badami as an author has effectively interwoven history with story.
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